As agreed, there will be a meeting of the Textiles Surveillance Body in the Villa Le Bocage on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday morning, 17, 18 and 19 February. The meeting will start at 3:00 p.m. on Monday.

The following are the main subjects for discussion:

1. Approval of the draft report on the first meeting held on 5-7 February.¹

2. Review of notifications:

A. Notifications under examination by the TSB

(a) The notification by Sweden contained in document TEX.SB/10 and Addenda 1 and 2 (Sweden/Hong Kong, Korea, Macao and India (and the prolongation of the Sweden/India Agreement)). Any such replies as may be received in writing from Sweden will be circulated in due course: presentation of this before the TSB by a Swedish Delegation on Monday, 17 February, at 3:00 p.m.;

(b) notification from Austria on agreement with Korea (see TEX.SB/5/Add.1). The additional information requested in response to the questions put by the TSB will be circulated upon receipt;

(c) notification from Austria on agreement with Pakistan (see TEX.SB/14). The additional information or clarification sought by the TSB in the course of the review of this agreement is being communicated to the Austrian Mission. Any such replies as may be received will be circulated in due course.

B. Notifications already transmitted, but still to be examined

(a) Notification by Canada of an agreement with Poland. The text of this agreement was handed to members at the last meeting;

(b) notification by Norway of an agreement with Hong Kong. The text of this agreement was also handed to members at the last meeting.

C. Any such new notification as may be received before the meeting.³

¹ This will be circulated shortly in the TEX.SB/W/- series of documents.

² A list of these questions has been distributed to members at the first meeting held from 5-7 February.

³ This will be circulated to members in the TEX.SB/- series of documents.
3. **Previously discussed issues**
   (a) Continuation of the discussion on the principles implicit in Article 9 of the Arrangement;
   (b) concept of market disruption.

4. Other business.

**Date of the third (1975) meeting**

As agreed, the third meeting will be held at the Villa Le Bocage on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 3, 4 and 5 March 1975. The meeting will start on Monday at 10.0 a.m. The agenda will be circulated after the second meeting.